Identifying relevant information in medical conversations to summarize a clinician-patient encounter
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Abstract
To inform the development of automated summarization of clinical conversations, this study sought to estimate the proportion of doctor-patient communication in general practice (GP) consultations used for generating a consultation summary. Two researchers with a medical degree read the transcripts of 44 GP consultations and highlighted the phrases to be used for generating a summary of the consultation. For all consultations, less than 20% of all words in the transcripts were needed for inclusion in the summary. On average, 9.1% of all words in the transcripts, 26.6% of all medical terms, and 27.3% of all speaker turns were highlighted. The results indicate that communication content used for generating a consultation summary makes up a small portion of GP consultations, and automated summarization solutions—such as digital scribes—must focus on identifying the 20% relevant information for automatically generating consultation summaries.
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Introduction
Clinical documentation is one of the main factors driving clinician burnout. Recent studies have found that physicians in the United States spend almost half of their time on electronic health records (EHRs) and clerical activities\textsuperscript{1-3} and less than one-third on face-to-face time with patients.\textsuperscript{3} The consequences of EHR use include decreased professional satisfaction, time-consuming data entry, and disruption of face-to-face patient care.\textsuperscript{4} For these reasons, there is a strong need for solutions to reduce the documentation burden on clinicians.

Medical scribes are one solution, as they can increase physician efficiency, satisfaction, and the number of patients cared for.\textsuperscript{5} Automated documentation tools such as digital scribes aim to provide a cost-effective and scalable alternative to medical scribes.\textsuperscript{6-9} A digital scribe is a system that records a conversation between a clinician and a patient and generates a summary of the conversation, similar to the function performed by human medical scribes. Advances in digital scribe development hinge on solving several technical challenges,\textsuperscript{9} including identifying and summarizing salient information in medical consultations.\textsuperscript{10}

General Practitioners (GPs) lead consultations with patients through a series of questions to understand the problem and arrive at a diagnosis. This process is not linear due to the characteristics of naturally occurring human conversations and the inherent complexity of GP consultations.\textsuperscript{11,12} Not all of the content of a GP-patient conversation needs to be part of the summary entered into the EHR. Summaries of GP consultations usually follow the generally accepted structure Subjective-Objective-Assessment-Plan (SOAP).\textsuperscript{12} As such, the summarization algorithm of the digital scribe must analyze all the content of the GP-patient conversation and determine what is relevant for the summary.

Digital scribe research has focused on applying machine learning techniques to improve the performance of components that make up a digital scribe, such as speech recognition and summarization, rather than building end-to-end systems.\textsuperscript{9} A recent study described a proof-of-concept digital scribe, with evaluation limited to eight doctor-patient conversations.\textsuperscript{13} Machine learning research related to digital scribes includes clinical speech recognition,\textsuperscript{14,15} extraction of clinical information from transcripts of medical conversations,\textsuperscript{16-19} and summarization of medical conversations to generate medical notes.\textsuperscript{20} While existing work has focused on machine learning to advance digital scribe research, no work to date has explored the relationship between what is exchanged between a doctor and a patient during a consultation and relevancy to the documentation of the encounter.

The summarization component of a digital scribe\textsuperscript{9} may employ extractive summarization (identifying important words or sentences and stringing them together to form a summary) or abstractive summarization (identifying important words or sentences and rewriting them to form a summary) to generate a summary of the doctor-patient conversation.\textsuperscript{10,21} To assist in the design of digital scribes and summarization algorithms, this exploratory study sought to determine what proportion of doctor-patient communication in GP consultations is used by GPs for generating a summary of the consultation. Our main contribution is to empirically demonstrate that only a small proportion of conversation during a GP consultation is relevant for a consultation summary.
Methods

Dataset

Data collection involved audio-recording doctor-patient conversations of 44 GP consultations at a hospital in Sydney, Australia. Physicians and patients were recruited using a convenience sampling strategy. Inclusion criteria for physicians required them to be a primary care doctor and use an EHR for documentation purposes. Patients needed to be at least 18 years of age and have English language competency. Researchers obtained informed consent from all participants. The Macquarie University Ethics Committee approved the study.

The 44 doctor-patient conversations were transcribed verbatim. The transcripts dataset comprised 96,096 word occurrences and 5129 unique words. 28 out of the 44 consultations (63.6%) were with returning patients and 16 (36.4%) with new patients. 29 patients (65.9% (29/44)) were female and no patient appeared in more than one transcript.

Coding task

Two researchers with an MD degree and at least 1 year of clinical experience coded the transcripts independently. One researcher coded all 44 transcripts. To validate the reliability of the coding, the second researcher coded five transcripts (5/44, 11.4%) to determine inter-rater reliability using Cohen’s kappa coefficient, with the two coders having agreement if they highlighted a word or phrase within the same speaker turn. We used the overlap coefficient as a similarity metric for the text highlighted by the coders.22 Each coder was given the same instructions: to highlight words or phrases in the transcripts they would use for creating the documentation of the consultation (Figure 1), such as the content needed to create the SOAP section of the EHR; each consultation should be documented in a useful and efficient summary using the words highlighted (researchers were not tasked with writing the summary); repeating highlights were allowed (i.e. highlighting “headache” on different parts of the conversation), to bring the context back to the word or phrase being highlighted. Coders were
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Table 1. Evaluation metrics for highlighted content. All transcripts had less than 20% of their words marked as relevant for generating a summary of the consultation (<35% without stop words). For medical terms, 75% of the transcripts had ≤31% highlighted. For speaker turns, 75% of the transcripts had <40% of their speaker turns with a word or phrase highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>95 CI</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>IQR</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>(8.05, 10.17)</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>5.97–11.72</td>
<td>18.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words without stop words</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>(14.17, 17.79)</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>10.87–20.19</td>
<td>33.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical terms</td>
<td>26.57</td>
<td>(23.86, 29.28)</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>18.94–31.0</td>
<td>55.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker turns</td>
<td>27.32</td>
<td>(23.15, 31.50)</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>16.67–39.02</td>
<td>54.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI: confidence interval; IQR: interquartile range.

blinded regarding our hypothesis. To maximize use of all coded transcripts, our results make use of the transcripts coded by the first coder (all 44 transcripts) and the second coder (5 transcripts out of the same set of 44), for a total of 49 transcripts.

**Evaluation metrics**

Each evaluation metric was calculated per transcript, with results averaged across all the transcripts coded by the two coders (49 transcripts). We used the following quantitative metrics to assess the amount and type of content highlighted: (1) word count percentage, (2) word count percentage without stop words (the most common words in a language, commonly removed during natural language processing), (3) medical term count percentage (words or phrases identified with MetaMap	extsuperscript{23}), (4) speaker turn percentage, and (5) part-of-speech percentage (labels indicative of the category of a word depending on grammar).

For word count percentage, we divided the number of highlighted words by the total number of words in each transcript. For word count percentage without stop words, we ignored stop words when calculating the number of highlighted words and the total number of words (default stop words from the spaCy Python library—https://spacy.io). However, we counted the negations “no”, “nor”, and “not”, as a consultation summary needs to record negatives.

For medical term count percentage, we divided the number of highlighted medical terms by the total number of medical terms (identified with MetaMap Lite	extsuperscript{23}). Medical phrases identified by MetaMap were counted as one word (e.g. “heart attack” was counted as one term). Identification of medical terms was limited to the MetaMap semantic groups of “Anatomy”, “Disorders”, “Physiology”, and “Procedures”.

For speaker turn percentage, we divided the number of speaker turns that had at least one word highlighted by the total number of speaker turns in each transcript. For part-of-speech counts, we used the spaCy Python library (model “en_core_web_sm”) to identify the part-of-speech tag for each word. The parts-of-speech tags used were nouns, verbs, pronouns, adjectives, adposition, particle, determiner, coordinating conjunction, adverb, subordinating conjunction, interjection, auxiliary, and numerical tokens.

**Results**

The kappa statistic was 0.52 (moderate agreement) for the coding of the five transcripts.	extsuperscript{25} The mean overlap coefficient for the tokens highlighted by the two coders for the five transcripts was 0.71 (standard deviation (SD) 0.05). Table 1 compares the evaluation metrics for the highlighted
content and Figure 2 illustrates a boxplot and swarm plot of the distribution of each metric. The highlighted percentage of words in all the transcripts was less than 20% when using all words and less than 35% when removing stop words. On average, 9.11% of all words in the transcripts, 15.98% of all words without stop words, 26.57% of all medical terms, and 27.32% of all speaker turns were highlighted. The distribution of highlighted medical terms per transcript was right-skewed and indicative of duplicates, with a mean skew of 2.74 (95% CI, 2.48, 2.99; SD 0.84). Figure 3 illustrates the percent highlighted for every part-of-speech. The highest percentages were for numerical tokens (25.7%), nouns (15.7%), and adjectives (14.2%). The percentages for all other parts-of-speech were below 10%.

**Discussion**

**Main findings**

Our study is the first to show that out of everything said between a GP and a patient during a consultation, only a small percentage is relevant for the consultation summary (less than 20% of the total words). The number of highlighted words from the transcripts being less than 20% suggests that the distribution of content relevant for documentation purposes may follow the Pareto principle (80/20 rule). Analysis of a larger sample is needed to validate this hypothesis.

The moderate agreement and the 0.71 mean overlap coefficient indicate that the coders highlighted similar words, but not necessarily in the same location of the conversation. We note that our emphasis was not on showing that the two coders would highlight the same words or the same speaker turns. Instead, our goal was to show that regardless of how coders highlighted the transcripts, the highlighted content was a small portion of the entire consultation. This is shown in our results, with all metrics calculated using the highlighted transcripts of both coders (49 transcripts).
When removing stop words, at most 30% of the total words were needed for the summary. However, stop words may contain important information for making meaning of the GP-patient interaction, such as negations (“no”, “not”) and words used by patients to describe their conditions (e.g. “above”, “across”, “after”, “before”, “side”, “serious”, “sometimes”). As such, the percent of highlighted words may have been lower than 30% if the stop words had been filtered to exclude all words potentially useful in a GP-patient conversation.

Medical terms were highlighted at a higher rate than words, but the majority of the transcripts had less than 35% medical terms highlighted. The right skewness of the highlighted medical terms suggests they may be power law distributed, with a few medical terms appearing with high frequency (many duplicates) and a long tail of less frequent medical terms (with few or no duplicates). Given this finding, medical term keyword spotting may not necessarily capture the information needed for a summary and may be misleading. The duplicates do increase the likelihood that a medical term missed in one mention may still be detected in a different mention. Future work is needed to determine if highlighted medical terms are power law distributed and how this can be exploited to tailor summarization methods.

Highlighted speaker turn percentages had the widest distribution spread of all metrics. This suggests that depending on the type of consultation, the content relevant for documentation may be in a few speaker turns or spread over the conversation across a larger number of speaker turns. If the frequency of highlighted speaker turns concentrate on certain areas, this may enable targeted summarization based on location.

When analyzing the parts-of-speech that were highlighted, numbers (25.7%), nouns (15.7%), and adjectives (14.2%) made up the biggest percentages. This may prove useful for digital scribe development by knowing that numerical tokens, nouns, and adjectives are more relevant than other parts-of-speech.

Our results give insight into the quantity and type of content that extractive summarization and information extraction may need to target. When it comes to individual words (the basic unit used in most natural language processing tasks) about 20% or less of the conversation should be captured, with the rest being potentially redundant or not informative enough to warrant inclusion in the
summary. This practically means that a digital scribe—whose goal is to generate a summary of the conversation to remove the documentation burden on the GP—should be capturing about 20% of the conversation to generate an extractive summary. Exploration of patterns associated with highlighted words, medical terms, and speaker turns could also guide the design of rules for information extraction. Finally, if a portion of the conversation can be discarded before applying a summarization or information extraction model, then the performance of the models could be improved.

Limitations
The results of this study are preliminary and exploratory. The transcripts were coded by only two clinicians (5/44 used for inter-rater reliability). While we test inter-rater reliability, our primary goal was to show that different coders highlight only a small proportion of the consultation transcripts (less than 20%), regardless of how they choose to highlight the transcripts and the level of highlighted agreement. Aside from the instructions given to the coders, there was no gold standard and no discussion between the coders. As such, a different set of coders may have highlighted different content. This can be remedied in future studies by having better training of the coders and a discussion between coders on a test set of transcripts before the coding task.

Our analysis was limited to transcripts of consultations by seven GPs working in a single GP clinic in Sydney, Australia. This sample may not be representative of GP consultations in other clinics, countries, and different styles of eliciting information from patients. Languages other than English with a different grammar structure may also result in a different proportion of words from the consultations being included in the summary. This paper focuses on quantitative analysis. As such, future work should address qualitative analysis of the highlighted text.

Conclusion
This study of GP-patient consultations suggests that the communication content used for generating a summary of the consultation makes up a small portion of the entire consultation, with word counts being less than 20% (potentially following the Pareto principle). Further work is needed to generate additional evidence for these observations, including larger samples of (1) transcripts from a wider pool of physicians and (2) transcript coders. Knowing that the information from a GP consultation used to generate a summary is 20% or less can guide future digital scribe and machine learning algorithmic development by focusing on identifying the 20% of information relevant for documentation purposes.
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